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Market Snapshots
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 US stocks kicked off the week with a rally overnight, taking cue from
the strong finishes in Asian and European markets as markets
turned risk-on amid continuous economic recovery hopes
despite the continuous surge in Covid-19 cases in the US. The
ISM non-manufacturing index, a main gauge of US services activity
jumped sharply back above the neutral threshold of 50, alongside
general thoughts that authorities would not impose a strict second
lockdown even as the second wave of virus is taking root. The Dow
Jones added nearly 460pts or 1.8%. The S&P rose 1.6% of which the
communication services sector jumped nearly 20%; gains were
broad-based across nearly all sectors. NASDAQ outperformed with
a 2.2% rally to another record high.
 US 10Y treasury yield rose 1bp to 0.68% while gold price climbed
0.5% to $1784.68/barrel. Crude oils recovered Friday’s losses with
some rebound - Brent settled at $43.10/barrel while WTI was little
changed at $40.63/barrel. The US dollar weakened sharply as
investors turned risk-on; the dollar index fell 0.5% to 96.725. As of
writing, stock futures are pointing to strong openings in Asian
equities. The RBA is expected to announce its cash rate decision
at 12.30pm. BNM’s OPR announcement is scheduled at 3pm.
 On the data front, US ISM Non-manufacturing Index rose sharply
to 57.1 in June while the Markit Services PMI was revised higher
to 47.9. Eurozone Sentix Investor Confidence Index picked up to 18.2 and retail sales jumped nearly 18%. Japanese data were
downbeat with household spending falling 16.2% and cash earnings
2.1% lower. Hong Kong private sector economy PMI moves to 49.6,
nearing stabilisation. Australia AiG services PMI was little changed,
as the sector struggles to recover.
 USD fell sharply as risk sentiment improved. DXY weakened by 0.5%
to close at 96.725. This was led by gains in CNH, EUR, AUD, among
others. We are neutral to bearish on the USD for the week ahead.
DXY has remained in range movement since 10 June, after a bottom
of 95.716 on 11 June. A break of the low on 2 July shifts attention
towards more movements downward. However, a return of risk
aversion may trigger a rebound.
 USDMYR held steadily for most part of Monday but gyrated lower
belatedly at the end of the session, finishing 0.22% lower at 4.2780.
The pair is expected to open lower, corresponding with the weaker
greenback overnight but the loss is likely limited by the cautious tone
ahead of today’s BNM OPR decision at 3pm. We are maintaining
view that the central bank would keep the policy rate unchanged at
the current 2.00%.
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Up Next
Date
07/07

08/07

Event
MA BNM Overnight Policy Rate (07 Jul)
MA Foreign Reserves (30 Jun)
JP Leading Index CI (May P)
AU RBA Cash Rate Target (07 Jul)
US MBA Mortgage Applications (03 Jul)
JP Eco Watchers Survey Outlook SA (Jun)

Source: Bloomberg
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2.00%
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MYR (Neutral to slightly bullish)

US ISM Non-manufacturing Index surged past 50: The ISM Nonmanufacturing Index jumped to 57.1 in June, from 45.4 in May, marking
its biggest jump since February before the pandemic lockdown.
Business activity, new orders, new export orders and inventories surged
back up above 50 while employment slipped at slower rate. On a
separate note, the final reading of Markit Services PMI was revised
upwards to 47.9 in June (Flash: 46.7), from 37.5 in May, also signalling
improvement in the services sector.



USDMYR held steadily for most part of Monday but gyrated lower belatedly
at the end of the session, finishing 0.22% lower at 4.2780.



The pair is expected to open lower, corresponding with the weaker
greenback overnight but the loss is likely limited by the cautious tone ahead
of today’s BNM OPR decision at 3pm. We are maintaining view that the
central bank would keep the policy rate unchanged at the current 2.00%.

USD (Neutral-to-Bearish)








Investor Confidence improved in Eurozone: The Sentix Investor
Confidence Index improved to -18.2 in July, from -24.8 in June as it
continued to recover from the the trough in April (-42.9). Sentix said that
the survey shows that expectations are falling slightly in almost all
regions and investors continue to assume that the economic slump
caused by the pandemic will not be offset within a year.
Eurozone retail sales recovered in May: Retail sales in the Eurozone
rebounded by 17.8% MOM in May, following two months of double-digit
decline in April (-10.6%) and May (-12.1%). This was driven by the
reversal in sales of both food and non food products of which textile,
clothing and footwear recording nearly 150% increase after the econony
reopened.
Japan household spending, wages fell: Japan’s household spending
fell for the eighth consecutive month by a whopping 16.2% YOY in May,
following the 11.1% decline in April, highlighting Japanese consumers’
general caution in a pandemic economy. A separate release meanwhile
showed that labour cash earnings, a key gauge of wage growth recorded
a much sharper fall of 2.1% YOY in May, compared to the 0.7%
decrease in April, undoing all the minor gains recorded in the past year.
This reflects the drop in both base pay or contractual earnings (-1.7%)
and bonus payout/special cash earnings (-11.3%), putting extra
pressure on the government that has been trying to raise wages for
years.
Hong Kong PMI moving towards stabilization: The Hong Kong Markit
PMI rose to 49.6 in June, from 43.9 in May, moving closer to 50 and
approaching stabilisation amid an ongoing relaxation of containment
measures.

 Australia services sector struggled to recover: The AiG Performance
of Services Index fell slightly to 31.5 in June, from 31.6 in May, “indicating
another serious contraction in activity and at a similar pace to May”. The
reading was the second lowest result on record following the trough in
April, suggesitng that Australia’s services sector is still struggling to
recover despite the gradual easing in lockdown measures in June as
reduced customer demand continued to weigh on most businesses.
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USD fell sharply as risk sentiment improved. DXY weakened by 0.5% to
close at 96.725. This was led by gains in CNH, EUR, AUD, among others.



We are neutral to bearish on the USD for the week ahead. DXY has
remained in range movement since 10 June, after a bottom of 95.716 on
11 June. A break of the low on 2 July shifts attention towards more
movements downward. However, a return of risk aversion may trigger a
rebound.

EUR (Neutral-to-Bullish)


EUR/USD rose a decisive 0.54% on Monday, bringing pair to above 1.13
levels.



Markets look reassured at this moment. However, Covid-19 cases are
now climbing in Europe, amid warnings by the World Health
Organisation. There is a chance of some pullback when risk aversion
climbs sometime this week.

GBP (Neutral-to-Bullish)


GBP crept up by 0.07% against the greenback on Monday. GBP/USD is
now above 1.25.



We see Covid-19 becoming a bigger drag in the coming days. Brexit
uncertainty, and possibly fragile fundamentals will also likely continue to
weigh down on the GBP.

JPY (Neutral)


JPY rose 0.10% vs. the USD on Monday.



JPY looks to stay within a range of 106-108. Further moves away from
the range looks unlikely at this stage.

AUD (Neutral-to-Bullish)


AUD/USD strengthened by 0.49%, now looking to test 0.70 once again.
Pair benefitted from improved sentiments.



We see 0.70 as a huge resistance. Consolidation may continue. As the
AUD/USD pair remains above its moving averages, some return to 0.67
levels is possible if market fears climb some more.

SGD (Neutral-to-Bullish)


USD/SGD rose by 0.17% on Monday, underperforming other currencies’
rally.



SGD may be supported by improving sentiments near-term. However,
improving data (such as China’s PMI) is counterbalanced by risk aversion
that a second global wave of Covid-19 cases is escalating. Momentum
upwards looks limited for now, with psychological 1.4000 big figure
resistance holding up.
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DISCLAIMER

This report is for information purposes only and does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any
particular recipient. The information contained herein does not constitute the provision of investment advice and is not intended as an offer or
solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any of the financial instruments mentioned in this report and will not form the basis or a part of
any contract or commitment whatsoever.
The information contained in this publication is derived from data obtained from sources believed by Hong Leong Bank Berhad (“HLBB”) to be
reliable and in good faith, but no warranties or guarantees, representations are made by HLBB with regard to the accuracy, completeness or
suitability of the data. Any opinions expressed reflect the current judgment of the authors of the report and do not necessarily represent the opinion
of HLBB or any of the companies within the Hong Leong Bank Group (“HLB Group”). The opinions reflected herein may change without notice and
the opinions do not necessarily correspond to the opinions of HLBB. HLBB does not have an obligation to amend, modify or update this report or
to otherwise notify a reader or recipient thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth
herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.
HLB Group, their directors, employees and representatives do not have any responsibility or liability to any person or recipient (whether by reason
of negligence, negligent misstatement or otherwise) arising from any statement, opinion or information, expressed or implied, arising out of,
contained in or derived from or omission from the reports or matter. HLBB may, to the extent permitted by law, buy, sell or hold significantly long or
short positions; act as investment and/or commercial bankers; be represented on the board of the issuers; and/or engage in ‘market making’ of
securities mentioned herein. The past performance of financial instruments is not indicative of future results. Whilst every effort is made to ensure
that statements of facts made in this report are accurate, all estimates, projections, forecasts, expressions of opinion and other subjective judgments
contained in this report are based on assumptions considered to be reasonable as of the date of the document in which they are contained and
must not be construed as a representation that the matters referred to therein will occur. Any projections or forecasts mentioned in this report may
not be achieved due to multiple risk factors including without limitation market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, the unavailability of
complete and accurate information. No assurance can be given that any opinion described herein would yield favorable investment results.
Recipients who are not market professional or institutional investor customer of HLBB should seek the advice of their independent financial advisor
prior to taking any investment decision based on the recommendations in this report.
HLBB may provide hyperlinks to websites of entities mentioned in this report, however the inclusion of a link does not imply that HLBB endorses,
recommends or approves any material on the linked page or accessible from it. Such linked websites are accessed entirely at your own risk. HLBB
does not accept responsibility whatsoever for any such material, nor for consequences of its use.
This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any state,
country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation. This report is for the use
of the addressees only and may not be redistributed, reproduced or passed on to any other person or published, in part or in whole, for any purpose,
without the prior, written consent of HLBB. The manner of distributing this report may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries. Persons
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